Ten Persons Gored
Disastrous Fruit Elevator Fire in Toledo

Fifteen Seriously Injured

Sanford Westmoreland, San Francisco, Oct. 9. — Fire设置了 twenty persons in the Toledo, Ohio, fruit elevator this afternoon, and fifteen were seriously injured. The fire was started by cutting a rusty wire on a recently arrived freight car, which was being unloaded at the time. The flames spread rapidly, and the elevator was completely destroyed. The injured are being taken to the hospital, and all efforts are being made to save them.

Tammany Hall, San Francisco, Oct. 9. — Fire设置了 twenty persons in the Toledo, Ohio, fruit elevator this afternoon, and fifteen were seriously injured. The fire was started by cutting a rusty wire on a recently arrived freight car, which was being unloaded at the time. The flames spread rapidly, and the elevator was completely destroyed. The injured are being taken to the hospital, and all efforts are being made to save them.
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